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My journey into the world of visualization
began roughly 4 years ago when I visited
the first Working out Loud Circle. Even if I
liked to draw in the past, it wasn't until the
first Sketchnote Camp (# ISC17HH) that I
came into closer contact with
sketchnoting. Equipped with the great
books e.g. by Mike Rohde and Nadine
Roßa and investing in a lot of pens and
notebooks, I went on a visualization
journey to unknown icons and fonts. 

Since I am still in the early stages, my
visual repertoire is somewhat limited. I
love lists, so my style is based on
infographics, with lists, few icons and little
color.

VISUAL

During the past years I started with "Good-
Transfer", my experimental space for the
design of workshops, booklets, consulting
services around knowledge transfer and
storytelling. Sketchnoting was a helpful
tool for me to capture ideas, visualize
learning pathes and stimulate knowledge
exchange. However I didn't really invest
time practicing this skill and felt stucked on
a very basic level of sketchnoting.

Twitter: @GoodTransfer
Website: http://good-transfer.com
Mail: info@good-transfer.com
Instagram:  Fotobuchgalerie

. 

How the journey started ...

Stucked on a basic level ...

Contact details

About my visual style

At the beginning, Nadine Roßa's sketch
notebook helped me a lot, learning the
basics such as banners, fonts and icons
step by step. I was very impressed by
Mike Rohdes' use of type fonts. A new
world opened up with the ISC17HH
because suddenly many facets of
visualization became visible - just to name
a few - Mauro Toselli, Eva-Lotta Lamm,
Diana Meier-Soriat, Katharina Theis-
Bröhl, Lorraine Kaysan and Mike Clayton.
In recent times it has been names like
Katrin Mäntele, Tanja Wehr or Tanmay
Vora who influence me either through
their type of visualization, the graphic
design or the use of icons.

What or who inspired me?

How do my topics shape the style of my
sketchnotes??
Learning, developing ideas, passing on
knowledge: these are my big topics that I
visualize on. It is important to me that you
can grasp important statements quickly
and that you are encouraged to reflect or
develop further.

What would I like to develop further?
My big goal is to develop my visual
handwriting even further and to design
more complex sketchnotes. Since I like to
take photos, I would also like to
experiment with a mix of photography and
sketchnoting in order to make the
storylistening experience even more
"visual".

One of my early sketchnotes ...

http://good-transfer.com/

